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LOW TEMPERATURE SILttCON NITRIDE DEPOSITION

USING MICROWAVE― EX‡ TED ACTIVE NITROGEN
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Toshiba Research and Development center

Tokyo shibaura E■ ectric co.′  Ltd.′  Kawasaki′  」apan

A neW Si■ icon nitride deposition technology has been deve■ oped using a micro―

wave e薇
ナ
tati° n (2.45GHz) instead of the conventiona■  rf discharge (■ 3.56MHz) (■ ′2)

and app■ied to a passivation fi■ m for LSI.  The deposition method is one of app■ i―

cations of the microwave p■ asma etching method which was prev■ ously reported(3).

The experimenta■  apparatus is shown in Fig. ■.  Active nitrogen is produced

by the microwave excitation (powerF 680 watt)of N2 a■ one in a quartz tube through

a wavegu■de. The m■ crowave exc■ tation enab■ es us to obta■ n a stab■ e discharge for

higher pressure of N2 aS compared with rf discharge.  Active nitrogen and siH4 are

carried through the different tubings into the deposition chamber′  which is ex…

hausted by a mechanica■  vacuum pump (950 ■/min).  The s■■icon nitride fi■m is depos―

ited on 3-inches wafers on a heating stage (frOm 50° C to 350° c)by a reactiOn

between active nitrogen and SiH4 in the chamber.

Recently′  the simi■ ar method to the present one was reported by using Si工
4

instead of siH4(4).

The fi■ ms were deposited at 350° C′  a, otherWiSe stated.  A pyrolytic sili―

con nitride film (Si3N4)as a reference materia■  was deposited by thermal decompo―

sition of SiH4 and NH3 at 790° C.  We used 12′  32′  ■23 and 203 siH4 diluted by N2・

In Fttg。  2′  the growth rates of the film for the different concentrations of

SiH4 are p■ otted as a function of nitrogen concentration′  Rp  PN2/PSiH4′  Where

PN2 and PsiH4 are the partial pressure of N2 and SiH4′  reSpectively.  The growth

rate increases with increase in Ri and the concentration of siH4・

Figure 3 shows dependence of refractive index (Rl)on Rp fOr the different

concentrations of siH4・   Ri shows maxima at RD =■ .5′  6 and 9 for 19。 ′ 3t and 123

SiH4′  respectively′  and decresos rap■ d■ y with increse in Rp′  While Ri tOndS tO Sat―

urate for 203 SiH4・   Maximum value of Ri is l.95 (Ri of pyro■ytic si3N4 film is

about 2.0).

Infrared spectra shows their typica■  absorption peak of si― N bond around 850

cm=1′ which coincides with that of pyro■ ytic si3N4・   The absOrptiOn peak at 850 cm~1

■s broader′  as the depos■ tion temperature ■s lower.  Consequently′  the fi■ms pre―

pared by the present method under the typical condition is confirmed to be the

s■ ■icon n■ tr■ de.

Figure 4 shows Arrhenius p■ Ots Obtained in the temperature range from 50° C to

350° C.  The plots show two regiOns of different s■ ope.  The activation energies of

reaction between active nitrogen and siH4 are O.6 Kca1/m01e in a range from 150° C
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to 350oC and 2.3 KcaL/mole in a range from 50oC tD 150oC, respectively. The low

activation energies imply that the deposition is limited by gas supply- The uni-

formity depends on the ftow direction of active nitrogen and SiH4.

A weak, visible luminescence has been observed during deposition in the cham-

ber. As shown in Fig. 6, d spectrum of the luminescence shows the broad band char-

acteristic in a wave-Iength range from 400 nm to 800 nm and the line spectra below

430 nm. The line spectra below 400 nm were assigned to the emissions from silicon

atoms. Some of those in a range between 400 nm and 430 nm were emissions from

nitrogen atoms. It is concluded that SiH, is dissociated into silicon atoms by

reaction with active nitrogen in gas phase at room temperature.

This silicon nitride film shows a good blocking effect against AI corrosion.

The film was deposited on Al patterns with 6 p spacing. Stress testing was per-

formed at 85oC with relative humidity of 858 and biasing voltage of 2O voltg be+'

tvreen two Al-stripes. Al corrosion \^tas not observed after 24 hours-
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Fig.1, Schematic diagram of
the depositj,on apparatus.

Fig.4. Transmission spectra
of the films which were grown
at different temperatures
and Rp.

Fig.2.  Growth rate as a function
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Fig.3.  Refractive index (R■ )
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Fig.6. Emission spectrum from
reaction between SiH4 and active
nitroqen.
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Fig.5. Temperature dependence
of growth rate of the silicon
nitride.
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